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By John Lonski, Chief Economist, Moody’s Capital Markets Research, Inc.

Financial Liquidity Withstands Equity Volatility for Now
Higher interest rates and trade related frictions, including the effective tax hikes brought on by the
imposition of tariffs, have lowered the market value of U.S. common stock by 8.1% from its current
zenith of September 20, 2018. Thus far, systemic financial liquidity has yet to suffer materially from the
latest bout of equity market volatility. However, liquidity will be adversely affected if a further weakening
of the equity market substantially increases the cost of both equity and debt capital.
A persistently volatile equity market risks swelling the uncertainty surrounding the valuation of business
assets. In turn, capital spending and business outlays on staff may be less than otherwise.
Once equity volatility widens credit spreads substantially, default risks will rise. For one thing, heighten
uncertainty over the value of business assets and costlier capital may discourage financially strong
companies from acquiring weaker businesses. In addition, the diminution of liquidity will make it more
difficult for financially stressed companies to sell assets for the purpose of raising badly needed cash.

Utility Rally amid Equity Slump Betrays Growth Concerns
Since the Federal Open Market Committee’s rate hike of September 26, the broadest readily available
valuation of the U.S. common equity market was recently down by 7.2%. Among the deepest post
September 26 declines are NASDAQ’s 8.1% slide that exposed the vulnerability of elevated price-toearnings ratios to expectations of high interest rates. Nevertheless, the shocking 12.7% plunge by the
PHLX index of semiconductor-industry stock prices shows that greater uncertainty over future profits also
contributed to the sell-off of technology shares.
The setbacks of 11.0% by the Russell 2000 stock price index for small- to mid-sized companies and the
roughly 9.3% drop by Value Line’s geometric stock price index warn of possibly much wider credit
spreads for high-yield bonds and loans. The record shows that the investment performance of high-yield
credit is more closely aligned with movements by the Russell 2000 and Value Line indices than with the
S&P 500.
Figure 1: Unlike 1998-2000, Value Line Stock Price Index Now Mimics the Market Value of US Common Stock
sources: Moody's Analytics, Dow Jones, Wall Street Journal
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The 13.4% plummet by the PHLX index of housing-sector share prices since September 26 reflects
expectations of fewer home sales at possibly lower prices going forward. An increase by the average 10year Treasury yield from the 2.37% of 2017’s final quarter to the 2.93% of 2018’s third quarter helped to
slash the annualized pace of unit home sales by 6.3% from fourth-quarter 2017’s current cycle high.
Once the moving three-month average of unit home sales falls at least 8% under its current cycle high,
the 10-year Treasury may be close to peaking, but only if inflation expectations remain well contained.
Amid the equity slump, the Dow Jones Utility Average has advanced by 5.6% since the latest Fed rate
hike. Ordinarily, expectations of higher interest rates would lower the market value of public utility
shares. However, because utility shares also tend to perform relatively well during a slowdown in business
activity, the latest rally by the utilities indicates that the equity market senses a possible marked
deceleration of corporate revenues and earnings.
The latest rally by utility stocks also stems from how any material deceleration of business activity would
probably trigger a substantial drop by interest rates, including an easing of monetary policy. In part, the
current upturn by utility share prices may be in anticipation of a slowing of domestic expenditures that
prompts a drop by interest rates.
Finally, the 9.3% retreat by the KBW bank stock price index showed that Fed tightening will not always
enhance bank earnings. Not only does a flattening of the Treasury yield curve squeeze bank profit
margins, but any loss of business activity to higher rates risks a slower rate of growth for bank lending to
consumers and businesses, never mind a possible increase in delinquent loans.
High-Yield Shows a Muted Response to Volatile Equities
For a fourth time during the current business cycle upturn, a deep sell-off of equities and a jump by the
VIX did not trigger a commensurate widening by the high-yield bond spread.
The relationship between the high-yield bond spread and the VIX is typically very tight. For 79% of the
172 months since the end of 1989 showing a VIX that exceeds its long-term median, the high-yield bond
spread also tops its long-term median. Similarly, for 78.5% of the months where the VIX is less than its
long-term median, the high-yield spread is under its median. Both of these percentages are very close to
the 0.81 correlation between the high-yield bond spread and the VIX.
October marked the fourth time during the current business cycle upturn where the high-yield bond
spread predicted by the VIX exceeded the actual spread by more than 200 bp. In terms of month-long
averages, the previous three incidents occurred in February 2018, August-September 2011, and May
2010. The third month following the end of these three episodes revealed an average decline by the VIX
of 9.0 points and an average 0.9% increase for the market value of U.S. common stock. Could it be that
the high-yield bond spread’s relatively muted response to October’s equity market turmoil will have
again correctly indicated only a temporary sell-off of equities?
If, as expected, profits grow and the high-yield default rate declines from September 2018’s 3.1% to a
predicted third-quarter 2019 average of 1.8%, October 2018 should mark the fourth incident since the
end of the Great Recession where a steep jump by the VIX relative to the high-yield spread was followed
by lower VIX and ultimately higher share prices.
Note that 84% of the year-to-year declines by the high-yield default rate since 1982 have been
accompanied by a year-to-year increase for the month-long average of the market value of U.S. common
equity rose. However, it should be added that the market value of U.S. common stock rose from a year
earlier in 78% of the 429 months since year-end 1982.
The VIX recently equaled 23.5 points. In terms of month-long averages, when the VIX was previously
between 22.0 and 24.0 points, the high-yield bond spread averaged 590 bp, which was much wider than
the 386 bp of October 24.
Nevertheless, a now atypically thin high-yield spread given the well above-trend VIX warns of much
wider high-yield credit spreads if equity market volatility remains elevated. A further weakening of
equities and substantially wider spreads might offer the FOMC enough reason to keep fed funds in its
current range of 2% to 2 1/4% through year end 2018.
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Figure 2: High-Yield Bond Spread Is Atypically Thin Given Now Above-Trend VIX
sources: CBOE, Moody's Analytics
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All Will Be Well if Profits Grow
The realization of a predicted decline by the high-yield default rate requires the avoidance of a jarring
climb by leverage. One aggregate approximation of corporate leverage employs the moving yearlong
ratio of outstanding nonfinancial-corporate debt to the pretax profits from current production of
nonfinancial corporations. The ratio’s numerator is from the Federal Reserve, while the denominator is
found in the BEA’s National Income Product Accounts. The ratio shows a strong coincident correlation of
0.83 with the default rate.
Any forthcoming rise by the ratio of corporate debt to pretax profits would challenge forecasts of a
declining default rate over the next 12 months. Disruptive ascents by the leverage ratio are always the
offshoot of much reduced profitability. The record shows that each of the leverage ratio’s previous five
spikes to a reading above 725% was associated with at least a 5% drop by profits from current
production from its then record high. Thus, another rising trend for the default rate should be avoided
provided that profits avoid a material contraction of a 12-month duration.
Figure 3: Benign Default Outlook Assumes Profits from Current Production Will Not Contract Materially
sources: Moody's Analytics, Federal Reserve, Bureau of Economic Analysis
High Yield Default Rate: %, actual & predicted by Moody's Default Research Group (L)
Debt as % of Profits from Current Production: yearlong ratio, US non-financial corporations (R)
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The Week Ahead – U.S., Europe, Asia-Pacific
THE U.S.
By Ryan Sweet, Moody’s Analytics

Little Evidence Market Turmoil Affecting Economy
U.S. equity markets can be important barometers, affecting real output and spending through the
wealth effect, business investment, and confidence. Yet daily stock price movements affect the
economy less than it may appear from headlines or financial news cable channels. Indeed, stock prices
can frequently appear out of step with growth trends, and when stocks fall, the economy doesn’t
always bend. Though it’s been a difficult couple of weeks for U.S. equity markets, there is little evidence
that the turmoil is affecting the economy.
The focus for this week will be October employment. Hurricane Florence subtracted 40,000 to 50,000
from the net gain in U.S. payroll jobs. This should be recouped in October. We will release our forecast
for employment after the ISM and ADP reports. There will be a couple other key reports from a
monetary policy perspective, September PCE deflators and the third quarter employment cost index.
We look for both the headline and core PCE deflators to have risen 0.1% in September, leaving them up
2% on a year-ago basis. The employment cost index likely rose 0.7% in the third quarter. Elsewhere, we
expect vehicle sales to have dropped in October and the nominal trade deficit to have widened in
September.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 29

Personal income and spending (September; 10:00 a.m. EDT)
Forecast: 0.3% (nominal personal income)
Forecast: 0.5% (nominal personal spending)
Forecast: 0.1% (core PCE deflator)

We look for nominal personal income to have risen 0.3% in September, with wage and salary income
accounting for the bulk of the gain. Nonwage income likely added 0.1 percentage point to total
nominal income growth in September. Nominal consumer spending is expected to have risen 0.5% in
September. Services consumption was likely strong in September. Turning to inflation, we expect both
the headline and core PCE deflators to have risen 0.1% in September, putting both up 2% on a yearago basis.
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The income, spending and inflation data will all be consistent with that seen in the advance estimate of
third quarter GDP. However, if our forecast for spending is correct, there will likely be some upward
revisions to prior months. Overall, the new information will be the trajectory for spending heading into
this quarter.
Business confidence (week ended October 26; 10:00 a.m. EDT)
Forecast: N/A

Global businesses are confident, as more than 40% of the responses to the nine questions in the
confidence survey were positive and less than 10% were negative. But businesses are much less upbeat
than they were earlier in the year. The escalating trade war appears to be weighing on sentiment,
particularly among Asian and European companies. Businesses’ nervousness is most evident with regard
to expectations about business prospects over the next six months; they are as weak as they have been
at any time during this expansion. More than one-fourth of respondents say that prospects are
weakening, the highest percentage since the economy was pulling out of the Great Recession at the
start of this decade.
The four-week moving average in our global business confidence survey fell from 33.5 to 31.5 in the
week ended October 19.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30

Conference Board’s consumer confidence index (October; 10:00 a.m. EDT)

We will release our forecast on Monday.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31

ADP National Employment Report (October; 10:00 a.m. EDT)
Forecast: N/A

Based on ADP payroll records, total private-sector employment grew by 230,000 jobs in September,
the largest increase since February and well above the previous year-to-date average of 200,000 jobs
per month. There is an important methodological difference related to active versus paid employees.
ADP counts employees as working as long as they are on the payroll, but the BLS counts only those
who worked at some point during the reference week. With the hurricanes likely affecting employment
again in October, odds are ADP and the BLS could tell different stories.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1

Jobless claims (week ended October 27; 8:30 a.m. EDT)
Forecast: 210,000

Initial claims for unemployment insurance benefits increased by 5,000, to 215,000, in the week ended
October 20, bucking our expectation for a small decline. Hurricane Michael appears to have boosted
claims in Florida. The trend in initial claims remains solid and we look for them to have fallen to
210,000 in the week ended October 27.
ISM manufacturing index (October; 10:00 a.m. EDT)

We will release our forecast after the Texas manufacturing survey and Chicago PMI.
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Vehicle sales (October; 4:00 p.m. EDT)
Forecast: 17.1 million annualized units

Vehicle sales exceeded expectations in September, but it doesn’t alter our belief that sales have peaked
this cycle. We look for vehicle sales to have fallen to 17.1 million annualized units in October.
Replacement demand following the hurricanes will help sales but that will likely be spread out over a
few months.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2

Employment Situation (October; 8:30 a.m. EDT)

We will release our forecast after the ISM survey and ADP.
International trade (September; 8:30 a.m. EDT)
Forecast: -$53.6 billion

The advance nominal goods deficit widened for a fifth consecutive month in September, swelling to
$76 billion from $75.5 billion in August. This caps a weak quarter for U.S. trade and supports
expectations that U.S. net exports will be a sizable drag on third quarter GDP growth. Total nominal
exports increased 1.8% from the previous month, but this was offset by a 1.5% increase in imports.
Overall, we look for the total nominal trade deficit to have come in at $53.6 billion in September.

EUROPE
By Barbara Teixeira Araujo of the Europe staff of Moody’s Analytics in London and Prague

Inflation, GDP Data to Shed Light on Where Euro Zone Stands
The week will bring a flurry of data for the euro zone. In the spotlight will be October’s preliminary
inflation figures for the currency area, as well as first estimates of third-quarter GDP growth for France,
Italy, Spain, and the euro zone as a whole. September retail sales data for the individual member
countries are also in the pipeline, and so are employment figures. If this barrage of releases were not
enough, the Bank of England has its monetary policy meeting scheduled for Thursday, though we don’t
expect much from this one.
August brought the second rate hike in a decade by the BoE, and we aren’t expecting any further moves
before the Brexit deadline next year. We maintain that the Monetary Policy Committee will want to
wait until at least May before moving again, especially as Brexit negotiations should come to a climax
over the next few weeks or months and the uncertainty related to the talks should give the bank little
leeway. That the economy is far from booming will similarly ensure that the MPC stands pat for now.
The U.K.’s GDP flatlined in August, while retail sales volumes fell by 0.8% m/m in September.
Confidence data are also painting a relatively gloomy picture of the British economy going into the
year’s end, and the housing market is going from bad to worse. Granted, GDP growth is still set to have
accelerated by 0.5% to 0.6% q/q in the third quarter, from 0.4% in the second, but this was mainly
because of a weather-related boost in July and August that has clearly faded from September.
That inflation is easing back to target faster than the MPC expected—CPI inflation slowed to 2.4% in
September, from 2.7% in August, and Is on track to cool to 2% by the start of the new year—also
corroborates our argument that the MPC won’t dare move before next year. Wage growth has
accelerated recently, as salaries of almost 1.3 million workers increased by 3% in July. But our view is
that while pay gains will gradually climb this year, they won’t soar. Behind this assessment is the
expected slowdown in employment demand—employment declined in the three months to
September—and that consumer confidence remains uninspired, which should prevent job-to-job flows
from picking up soon.
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Across the Channel, preliminary CPI figures for the euro zone should confirm that inflation in the
currency area held steady at 2.1% in October, though risks are clearly shifted towards a slightly higher
reading of 2.2%. That’s because we are unsure if the expected dip in food inflation will be enough to
offset both a pickup in the core rate—led by rebounds in services and core goods inflation—and a
further mild uptick in energy inflation. For households, the good news is that base effects in oil prices
suggest that energy inflation will edge back considerably in the last two months of the year if Brent
prices remain steady at around €67 per barrel.
Even if inflation reads above target for another month, we see no reason to change our story about the
European Central Bank. We think the ECB’s decision to proceed with its announced plan to end asset
purchases in December is practically set in stone (and an overshoot in October would further add to
this). But we continue to believe that the bank won’t be pressured to begin lifting the deposit rate until
the fourth quarter of next year. There is still no evidence that we are at the start of a marked
acceleration in inflation, with underlying inflation pressures remaining significantly below the central
bank’s target of 2%.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 29

No major indicators are scheduled for release.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30

France: GDP (Q3; 7:45 a.m. GMT)
We expect preliminary GDP data to show that France’s growth accelerated markedly in the third
quarter, likely to 0.5% q/q, from a 0.2% reading in the second stanza. Unfortunately, this won’t be
enough to prevent the yearly rate from sliding to 1.5%, from 1.7% previously. Behind the quarterly
acceleration was likely a 1.5% q/q increase in industrial output—subject to our forecast that production
rose by around 0.3% m/m in September—which is expected to have fully offset a cumulative
diametrically opposed decline in the first half of the year. This likely boosted manufacturing
investment, while leading data suggest that construction investment rose for yet another quarter, even
if the pace of increase eased somewhat compared with the previous stanza.

Even better is that consumer spending should have picked up. Even if goods sales correct in September
from strength in July and August, they should still rise strongly over the third quarter as a whole, which
is good news following two stanzas of decline. Our view is that goods spending will increase by 1% q/q
in the three months to September, fully reversing the 0.3% decline in the previous quarter. And
services spending is also expected to have remained robust, in line with leading indicators.
Elsewhere, high-frequency data suggest that net trade contributed slightly to growth after it dragged by
0.2 percentage point in the second quarter. But this will be at least partially offset by a plunge in
stockbuilding, after firms replenished their inventories through imports in the second quarter and then
destocked in the third, which is a common feature of France’s GDP release.
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France: Household Consumption Survey (September; 7:45 a.m. GMT)
French household expenditure on goods likely fell by 0.8% m/m in September, fully reversing the 0.8%
rise in August. This should have pushed the yearly rate to 0.2%, following a 1.3% rise previously, below
the average increase of 0.8% for the previous year. Dragging most on the headline was likely a decline
in car sales following a jump in August. The EU introduced a new testing scheme (WLTP) for all new
cars on September 1, which means that car retailers discounted their pre-WLTP vehicles heavily in
August, boosting sales over the month but warranting a mean-reversion in September. Clothing and
other nondurable spending also should have declined following three months of consecutive gains. By
contrast, food sales are expected to have fallen following a rise in August. However, food sales
remained strong in yearly terms in August and probably put a lid on the correction.

The expected plunge in September won’t taint the picture for the third quarter as a whole. Sales are
still expected to have increased by 0.8% q/q, which is good news following three quarters of small
declines.
Spain: Retail Sales (September; 8:00 a.m. GMT)
Retail sales likely stayed sluggish in September after a slow summer, when the yearly rate slid into
negative territory. The disappointing performance over the last couple of months is a sign that the
income squeeze is getting to Spanish consumers. Households already made up for the sharp fall in the
consumption of durable goods at the beginning of the crisis, which propelled consumption from 2014
until the beginning of this year. Flagging wage growth, however, suggests that consumers’ appetite will
remain subdued over the medium term, while the savings rate should return from the current low to its
historical average. Gradually slowing consumption likely means that GDP momentum will ease into
next year. We are forecasting 2.6% expansion this year and a slowdown to 2.1% in the next.
Germany: Unemployment (October; 9:00 a.m. GMT)
Germany’s seasonally adjusted unemployment rate likely remained at 5.1% in October, after it fell to
this record low in the previous month. German businesses are increasing their labour forces despite the
uncertainties and geopolitical tensions, such as the continued Brexit negotiations or the introduction of
additional controversial import tariffs by the U.S. Strong economic expansion has supported job
creation over the last year, but there has been visible cooling so far this year. Although the German
expansion rate ticked up to 0.5% q/q in the second quarter, from 0.4% in the previous stanza, in yearago terms the growth rate decelerated to 2% from 2.1%, and was well below the 2.8% expansion rate
reached at the end of 2017. The tightening labour market is becoming a problem. A poll from the
German Chamber of Commerce and Industry showed that around 60% of surveyed companies
reported the shortage of skilled workers as the biggest risk facing their businesses.
Euro Zone: Preliminary GDP (Q3; 10:00 a.m. GMT)
We expect preliminary data to show that the euro zone’s GDP growth slowed sharply in the third
quarter, likely to 0.2% q/q, from 0.4% in the second stanza. This should have pushed the yearly rate
down to 1.6%, from 2.1% in the second stanza. The hard data released up until now have been
sobering, particularly for Germany. Output in the country’s auto sector is expected to have plunged
ahead of the introduction of the EU’s new emissions tests on September 1—manufacturers have
reported that they struggled with the transition—though no better news are expected to have come
from the country’s external sector. Growth in Germany likely stalled over the quarter, though we
caution that this is only because of volatility; growth should rebound sharply in the fourth quarter. We
expect that numbers for Italy to similarly disappoint, showing that the economy slowed to a crawl in
the three months to September. Better news should come from France; we are expecting that GDP
growth there picked up strongly to 0.5% q/q, from 0.2% in the previous stanza, boosted by a jump in
consumption and production. Meanwhile, we expect that growth in Spain held steady at 0.6% q/q.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31

Germany: Retail Sales (September; 8:00 a.m. GMT)
September likely brought a recovery in German retail sales after they decreased in the previous two
months. Sales are expected to have added 0.7% from August, when they dropped by 0.1%. In year-ago
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terms, sales continued to grow but the pace of increase remained muted at around 1%. The GfK
consumer climate indicator for September slid to 10.5 after retreating to 10.6 in the previous month,
and was well below this year’s peak of 11 reached in February. German inflation accelerated to 2.3% y/y
in September, rising above the ECB’s target of 2%, which could weigh on consumer spending. At the
same time, the unemployment rate dropped to a record low of 5.2%. Private consumption expenditure
continued to increase in the second quarter after it recovered at the start of the year, but consumers
will likely keep a tight grip on their wallets in coming quarters because of the uncertain outlook.
Italy: Unemployment (September; 9:00 a.m. GMT)
The unemployment rate in Italy likely ticked up to 10.5% in September after dropping to a six-year low
of 9.7% in August. Although employment is rising at a steady pace, the number of inactive workers
remains stubbornly high and has seen no improvement this year. Political uncertainty is hurting
business confidence, which will likely slow the pace of job creation. Although we are optimistic that
labour market conditions will improve this year, Italy’s labour force has a long way to go on the road to
recovery and necessary structural reform may be delayed by political discord.
Euro Zone: Preliminary Consumer Price Index (October; 10:00 a.m. GMT)
Euro zone inflation likely remained steady at 2.1% in October, though in our view the balance of risks is
tilted slightly to the upside. We expect that food inflation corrected somewhat following a jump in
September—which was itself due to a seasonal rise in prices for fresh produce because Europe’s
scorching summer damaged crop yields—but developments in the other components of the CPI release
are all expected to have been to the upside. We expect that energy inflation accelerated a bit in
October on the back of the further uptick in oil prices. The average price of a Brent barrel in euro terms
in October read around 47% higher compared with a year earlier, while the reading in September was
44% higher than in September 2017. This should push energy inflation up to around 9.7%, from 9.5%.
The good news is that we expect base effects will allow energy inflation to cool substantially in
November and December, provided that the price of the Brent barrel remains at its current value of
around €67.

Regarding core inflation, we are penciling in services inflation to have climbed to 1.4% in October, from
1.3% in September. A drop in education inflation is expected to keep a lid on services headline in
coming months, however. Education prices fell in August in some countries, including Germany, and
given that they are normally regulated (rising only once a year in most cases), base effects should
ensure that this drag remains until August 2019. Still, we maintain that the euro area’s tight labour
market combined with the ongoing recovery will ensure that services inflation gradually climbs to 1.5%
at the end of the year.
We look for core goods inflation to have risen in October, too. Weakness in nonindustrial goods
inflation has been a main theme in the latest CPI releases, and the sector’s inflation rate remains well
below trend. Our view is that a lagged effect from the stronger euro last year could be depressing
durables and semidurables prices, but we expect that this to reverse soon as the euro depreciated
sharply and is now reading around 2% lower in year-ago terms against the dollar, while it was reading
around 15% higher at the start of the year.
Euro Zone: Unemployment (September; 10:00 a.m. GMT)
The euro zone’s unemployment rate likely held steady at 8.1% in September, its lowest reading since
the end of 2008. All leading indicators showed that employment growth remained robust over the
month, and the Markit PMI release found that employment continued to increase during September,
stretching the current run of expansion to just under four years. Employment rose in all of the nations
covered by the survey, and in the spotlight were Germany and Ireland. We still suspect that
employment gains are starting to slow in the euro area, in line with the recent dips in the headline
confidence numbers. But such a slowdown was always expected, particularly in those places where
little slack remains in the job market. We expect the downward trend in joblessness to persist in
quarters to come, and we forecast that the euro zone’s unemployment rate will reach 7.9% by the end
of 2018.
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1

U.K.: Monetary Policy and Minutes (November; 12:00 p.m. GMT)
We and the consensus expect that the Bank of England will keep its bank rate at 0.75% during its
November meeting, following a 25-basis point hike in August. Our view is that the Monetary Policy
Committee will want to wait until at least May before moving rates again, especially as Brexit
negotiations should come to a climax over the next few weeks or months and the uncertainty related
to the talks should leave little opportunity for the bank. That the economy is far from booming will
similarly ensure that the MPC stands pat at least until next spring. British GDP flatlined in August, while
retail sales volumes fell by 0.8% m/m in September. Confidence data are also painting a relatively
gloomy picture of the U.K. economy going into year’s end, and the housing market is going from bad to
worse. Granted, GDP growth is still set to accelerate to 0.5% to 0.6% q/q in the third quarter, from
0.4% in the second, but this is mainly because of a weather-related boost in July and August that has
clearly faded from September.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2

No major indicators are scheduled for release.

ASIA-PACIFIC
By Katrina Ell and the Asia-Pacific staff of Moody’s Analytics in Sydney

China's Manufacturing Sentiment Likely Headed Further South
Chinese manufacturing sentiment likely headed further south in October. Demand has deteriorated on
the export and domestic fronts. The official manufacturing PMI likely hit 50.2 in October, after slipping
to 50.8 in September. Unrelenting weakness has prompted Beijing to tap on the accelerator in recent
months and further piecemeal stimulus measures are expected heading into 2019.
The Bank of Japan is unlikely to change monetary settings in October, after introducing various changes
in July. Tight monetary policy remains some distance away, although the BoJ took a small step towards
tightening in July by reducing the size of excess reserves subject to negative interest rates.
The barrage of Japan’s September activity data is likely to show modest improvement in some areas.
Japan’s labour market is rosy and we expect conditions will remain intact through early 2019. The
unemployment rate likely held at a low 2.4% in September. Labour demand remains firm as evidenced
by the still rising jobs-to-application ratio, which is already hovering at its highest on record. An
improvement, albeit modest, in wage growth over 2018 bolsters hope for workers who are being
absorbed by the expanding workforce.
Japan's retail trade likely softened in September after earlier bonus payouts provided a temporary
boost. An additional lift came from the heat wave in late July, which lifted spending on items to ease
the discomfort. Industrial production likely posted a modest monthly gain in September. Forward
indicators in recent months have been pointing to measured growth in manufacturing, defying adverse
weather that disrupted auto manufacturers, in particular, in the third quarter.
Australia's headline consumer price growth likely rose by 0.5% q/q in the September quarter, following
the 0.4% rise in the June quarter. The main upward contributor to the acceleration is higher petrol
prices, with a smaller contribution from higher fresh produce prices due to supply shortages in some
segments, especially for cereals and fruit.
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Key indicators
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MONDAY, OCTOBER 29

Japan: Retail Sales (September; 10:50 a.m. AEDT; Sunday, 11:50 p.m. GMT)
Japan's retail trade likely softened in September to 2.1% y/y, following the upside surprise of 2.7% in
August and the 1.5% gain in July. Bonus payouts over June and July likely lifted discretionary spending
in August, with an additional lift coming from the heat wave in late July, which lifted spending on items
to ease the discomfort. We expect the uptick from these temporary factors to have somewhat faded by
September, but some lift will linger. The healthy labour market is supporting consumption, and this has
generated some improvement in income growth, but not enough to materially alter the softer
consumption outlook compared with 2017 and early 2018.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30

Japan: Employment Situation (September; 10:30 a.m. AEDT; Monday, 11:30 p.m. GMT)
Japan’s labour market is rosy and we expect conditions will remain intact through early 2019. The
unemployment rate likely held at a low 2.4% in September. Employment surged by 260,000 in August,
while the number of unemployed fell by 50,000. This is particularly impressive considering the labour
force expanded by 220,000 over the month. Labour demand remains firm as evidenced by the still
rising jobs-to-application ratio, which is already hovering at its highest on record. An improvement,
albeit modest, in wage growth over 2018 bolsters hope for workers who are being absorbed by the
expanding workforce.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31

South Korea: Retail Sales (September; 10:00 a.m. AEDT; Tuesday, 11:00 p.m. GMT)
South Korea's retail sales were flat in August after a 0.5% m/m rise in July. In year-ago terms, retail
sales were 6% higher, up from 5.7% in the month prior. The slowdown is not altogether surprising
given the weak labour market and dimming consumer sentiment. Although the unemployment rate
eased to 4% in September, it remains close to the prior month's reading of 4.2%, which was the
highest since 2010. Moreover, employment growth remains weak, with jobs growing just 0.1% y/y in
September following a flat reading in August. We expect retail sales slipped 0.1% m/m in September.
Japan: Industrial Production (September; 10:50 a.m. AEDT; Tuesday, 11:50 p.m. GMT)
Japan's industrial production likely rose by 0.2% m/m in September, following the 0.7% gain in August
and 0.2% fall in July. Forward indicators in recent months have been pointing to modest improvement
in manufacturing, defying adverse weather that has included a heat wave and flooding. The flooding
disrupted auto manufacturers, in particular, in the third quarter. Global demand looks to have passed
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its peak, which will take annual growth in tech production down in coming months, following a
sustained uptick that bolstered headline production through 2017 and into 2018.
Australia: Consumer Price Index (2018Q3; 11:30 a.m. AEDT; 12:30 a.m. GMT)
Australia's headline consumer price growth likely rose by 0.5% q/q in the September quarter, following
the 0.4% rise in the June quarter. The main upward contributor is higher petrol prices, with a smaller
contribution from higher fresh produce prices due to supply shortages in some segments, especially for
cereals and fruit. Less known are the impacts of changes to the child-care subsidy, which took effect on
1 July. Another unknown is the extent of upward contribution from the introduction of the 10% goods
and services tax on imported goods under A$1,000; we have pencilled in only a modest upward
contribution here. Annual inflation is forecast to have cooled to 2% in the third quarter, following 2.1%
in the June stanza. With price growth at the bottom end of the Reserve Bank of Australia's 2%-to-3%
target band, we maintain that interest rate normalisation will not begin until late 2019 at the earliest.
China: Manufacturing PMI (October; 12:00 p.m. AEDT; 1:00 a.m. GMT)
China's official manufacturing PMI slipped to 50.8 in September, following the 51.3 recorded in August.
Further deterioration is on the horizon with new export orders hitting 48, the fourth straight month
below neutral territory and the weakest reading in two years. An alternate barometer of manufacturing
sentiment fared worse than the official manufacturing PMI in September, weakening to its lowest
reading since May 2017. This adds to other signs of weakness in the economy, which has prompted
Beijing to tap on the accelerator in recent months. The manufacturing PMI likely slipped to 50.2 in
October.
Japan: Monetary Policy (October; Unknown)
The Bank of Japan is unlikely to change monetary settings in October, after introducing various changes
in July. Tight monetary policy remains some distance away, although the BoJ took a small step towards
tightening in July by reducing the size of excess reserves subject to negative interest rates. Surprisingly,
after introducing forward guidance in July, the BoJ didn't provide any new forward guidance
information in September. So the bank will maintain its monthly annualised purchase target of
Japanese government bonds at ¥80 trillion. Moreover, the BoJ will target the long-term interest rates
through its yield curve control policy with a 0% target for the 10-year JGB and a -0.1% interest rate on
excess reserves for the short-term rate.
Japan: Consumer Confidence (October; 4:00 p.m. AEDT; 5:00 a.m. GMT)
Consumer confidence likely improved further in October to 43.5, following the 43.4 reading in
September. The strong labour market has provided some improvement in wage growth and improved
the notoriously cautious mood of Japanese consumers. But gains are being capped by manufacturing
and export activity, which looks to have passed its peak. This has translated to employment growth not
matching the same level of exuberance experienced last year.
Thailand: Private Consumption (September; 6:30 p.m. AEDT; 7:30 a.m. GMT)
Private consumption likely grew 4.8% y/y in September, up slightly from 4.6% in August. Thanks to the
surge in car sales, private consumption has grown at a solid pace in recent months. Elevated consumer
confidence has also helped. Still, one issue facing the Thai consumer market is elevated household
debt, which is the second highest in Southeast Asia. This crimps spending and could cause further
issues once the Bank of Thailand begins an interest rate hike cycle. However, despite some pressure to
raise rates, such as the need to create policy space for any future downturn, and rising interest rates in
the U.S., BoT Governor Veerathai Santiprabhob recently indicated that there is no imminent need to
tighten monetary policy.
Thailand: Foreign Trade (September; 6:30 p.m. AEDT; 7:30 a.m. GMT)
Thailand's trade surplus narrowed in August, even as exports remained solid. Exports have risen at a
solid clip in recent months thanks to electronics and manufacturing. Higher oil prices are boosting
imports, suggesting the trade surplus may continue to weaken in coming months. Trade tensions
between the U.S. and China are adding to downside risks. China's tech products are a prime target for
U.S. tariffs, and any slowdown in China’s tech exports is likely to impact Thailand since Thai
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manufacturers are part of the supply chain for Chinese manufacturers. Thailand's trade surplus likely
narrowed to US$430 million in September.
Taiwan: GDP (2018Q3; 7:00 p.m. AEDT; 8:00 a.m. GMT)
Taiwan's economy likely expanded 2.8% y/y in the September quarter. Export growth was relatively
weak during the quarter. Although the slowdown in export growth was largely expected, given the high
base from a year earlier, the trade war between Taiwan’s two largest trading partners—the U.S. and
mainland China—poses a further risk to growth. China's tech products are a prime target of the U.S.
tariffs, and a significant fall in China’s tech exports will hurt Taiwan’s manufacturing sector, a key cog in
mainland China’s supply chain.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1

South Korea: Foreign Trade (October; Unknown)
South Korea's trade surplus widened to US$9.7 billion in September, following the US$6.9 billion
recorded in August. However, South Korea's trade data were distorted by fewer working days in
September due to the Chuseok holidays. Exports declined in September from a year earlier, and we
expect exports to remain soft in coming months; global growth looks to have passed its peak, and a
high base from a year earlier inhibits gains. The trade surplus likely narrowed to US$6.7 billion in
October.
South Korea: Consumer Price Index (October; 10:15 a.m. AEDT; Wednesday, 11:15 p.m. GMT)
Inflation has been muted in South Korea and below the Bank of Korea's 2% target. An uptick in
transport and communication prices drove inflation higher in September, although core inflation
remains weak on the back of an ailing labour market. Although the unemployment rate eased to 4% in
September, it remains close to a high not seen since 2010. Moreover, employment growth remains
weak, with jobs growing just 0.1% y/y in September. We expect inflation edged up to 2% y/y in
October.
Australia: Foreign Trade (September; 11:30 a.m. AEDT; 12:30 a.m. GMT)
Australia's monthly trade surplus likely narrowed slightly to A$1.47 billion in September, following the
A$1.6 billion surplus in August and A$1.55 billion in July. Export growth likely cooled in September,
following the 15.3% y/y reading in August. Nonrural exports are the bright spot and enjoyed a fourth
consecutive month of double-digit annual growth in August with decent monthly gains in other
mineral fuels and transport equipment. Rural shipments continue to struggle as the prolonged drought
has hurt fresh produce supplies, especially for cereals and fruit in the eastern states.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2

Australia: Retail Sales (September; 11:30 a.m. AEDT; 12:30 a.m. GMT)
Australia's retail trade likely came in at 0.2% m/m in September, a notch lower than the 0.3% pace in
August. Trend retail spending likely held at 0.2%. Household consumption has lost pace in the second
half of 2018, after being surprisingly strong through the first half as household savings were dipped into
to fund spending in the absence of a material pickup in income growth. We expect consumption will
continue to oscillate around this mediocre pace heading into 2019, with the entrenched housing
market slowdown alongside modest gains in lending rates independent of the RBA's cash rate.
Preliminary estimates suggest final household consumption will make a minimal contribution at best to
third quarter GDP growth.
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The Long View
Despite equity market volatility, loan borrowing by high-yield issuers has
maintained a brisk pace.
By John Lonski, Chief Economist, Moody’s Capital Markets Research Group
October 25, 2018
CREDIT SPREADS

As measured by Moody's long-term average corporate bond yield, the recent investment grade corporate
bond yield spread equals the 122-point mean of the two previous economic recoveries. This spread may be
no wider than 130 basis points by year-end 2018.
The recent high-yield bond spread of 386 bp is still less than what might be inferred from the spread’s
macroeconomic drivers and the long-term Baa industrial company bond yield spread. The adverse
implications for liquidity of possibly significantly higher interest rates merit consideration.
DEFAULTS

September 2018’s U.S. high-yield default rate of 3.06% was less than the 3.55% of September 2017. Moody's
Default and Ratings Analytics team now expects the default rate will average 1.8% during 2019’s third
quarter.
US CORPORATE BOND ISSUANCE

Yearlong 2017’s US$-denominated bond issuance rose by 6.8% annually for IG, to $1.508 trillion and soared
by 33.0% to $453 billion for high yield. Across broad rating categories, 2017’s newly rated bank loan
programs from high-yield issuers sank by 26.2% to $72 billion for Baa, advanced by 50.6% to $319 billion for
Ba, soared by 56.0% to $293 billion for programs graded single B, and increased by 28.1% to $25.5 billion for
new loans rated Caa.
Third-quarter 2017’s worldwide offerings of corporate bonds showed an annual percent decline of 1.6% for IG
and an increase of 6.6% for high-yield, wherein US$-denominated offerings dipped by 0.7% for IG and grew
by 4.3% for high yield.
Fourth-quarter 2017 revealed year-over-year advances for worldwide offerings of corporate bonds of 17.6%
for IG and 77.5% for high-yield, wherein US$-denominated offerings posted increases of 21.0% for IG and
56.7% for high yield.
First-quarter 2018’s worldwide offerings of corporate bonds incurred year-over-year setbacks of 6.3% for IG
and 18.6% for high-yield, wherein US$-denominated offerings posted sank by 14.4% for IG and 20.8% for
high yield.
Second-quarter 2018’s worldwide offerings of corporate bonds eked out an annual increase of 2.8% for IG,
but incurred an annual plunge of 20.4% for high-yield, wherein US$-denominated offerings rose by 1.6% for
IG and plummeted by 28.1% for high yield.
Third-quarter 2018’s worldwide offerings of corporate bonds showed year-over-year setbacks of 6.0% for IG
and 38.7 % for high-yield, wherein US$-denominated offerings plunged by 24.4% for IG and by 37.5% for
high yield.
For yearlong 2016, worldwide corporate bond offerings rose by 2.3% annually for IG (to $2.402 trillion) and
sank by 7.8% for high yield (to $426 billion). During yearlong 2017, worldwide corporate bond offerings
increased by 4.0% annually (to $2.499 trillion) for IG and advance by 41.2% for high yield (to $602 billion).
The projected annual changes for 2018’s worldwide corporate bond offerings are -3% for IG and -29% for
high yield.
The financing of acquisitions and shareholder compensation will stand out among 2016’s uses of funds
obtained via bond issues and newly-rated bank loan programs. Companies will resort to acquisitions and
divestitures in order to better cope with the U.S.’s subpar recovery. To the degree companies fear
significantly higher bond yields, pre-fundings will rise.
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US ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

The consensus expects that the mid-point for the federal funds rate should finish 2018 at 2.125%. In view of
the underutilization of the world’s productive resources, low inflation should help to rein in Treasury bond
yields. As long as the global economy operates below trend, the 10-year Treasury yield may not remain
above 3% for long. A fundamentally excessive climb by Treasury bond yields and a pronounced slowing by
expenditures in dynamic emerging market countries are among the biggest threats to the adequacy of
economic growth and credit spreads.

EUROPE
By Barbara Teixeira Araujo of Moody’s Analytics
October 25, 2018
EURO ZONE

Wednesday didn’t bring much cheer for the euro zone economy. The currency area’s flash composite PMI plunged
to 52.7 in October, from 54.1 in September, its lowest in more than two years. Both the manufacturing and the
services gauges lost ground, falling to a 26- and a 24-month low, respectively. These disappointing results point to
a further slowdown in euro zone growth at the start of the fourth quarter, and that optimism sank to a four-year
low suggests the economy could lose more momentum in the coming months.
The slowdown was again led by the manufacturing sector, and in the spotlight was that new orders fell in October
for the first time since November 2014. This was because of another pullback in export demand, with export orders
declining for the first time in more than five years. Manufacturers blamed the sluggish external performance on the
ongoing trade war, the higher tariffs, and Brexit uncertainty. However, we expect a large part of the sector’s
weakness was auto related. The EU introduced a new car emissions testing scheme in September, and this has hit
production as manufacturers struggled with the transition.
The real worry was the plunge in the services gauge, which suggests that the slowdown is broadening beyond
manufacturing. Germany’s index tumbled more than 2 points and erased all of the summer gains, in contrast with
slightly more optimistic data for France. For the euro zone as a whole, October registered the second-smallest rise
in service sector new business in almost two years.
That work backlogs and employment continued to increase brought some respite, but the overall picture remained
somber. We don’t expect this will prevent the ECB from ending QE this year, but the chances for rate hikes next
year are falling sharply.
The ECB's October monetary policy minutes and press conference Thursday were a snoozer. The bank left all of its
policy rates unchanged, while the press release accompanying its interest rate decision also brought no news; it
only confirmed that asset purchases have been halved in October and that they should stop after December. The
bank also affirmed its intention to leave its main interest rates unchanged through the summer of 2019, and for as
long as necessary to ensure the convergence of inflation to rates that are below but close to 2% over the medium
term.
We were a little surprised that ECB President Mario Draghi reaffirmed that risks to the outlook remain “broadly
balanced” instead of having shifted “to the downside”. Draghi justified this by saying that most of the recent
weakness was expected following a strong 2017, while country-specific reasons that are currently hurting growth—
like the plunge in German auto production with the introduction of new emissions rules—aren’t expected to last,
warranting an unchanged risk scenario. Draghi also confirmed that the details of the reinvestment policy haven’t
been discussed yet, and will only be in December.
All in all, then, we haven’t changed our story about the ECB. Our view remains that only a major financial disaster
would make the bank change its plan of ending asset purchases later this year, and the recent jump in the euro
area’s headline inflation rate provides enough cover for the ECB to proceed with its tapering plans. Inflation in
September again registered above the bank’s 2% target, and the ECB forecasts that it should hover around this
level throughout the second half of the year. True, price pressures are being driven mainly by higher energy prices in
response to the rise in the price of a Brent barrel—which the ECB should normally look past—but our view, and also
that of the ECB, is that the trend in services and core goods inflation is to the upside. We thus maintain that the
bank is unlikely to delay action on QE now that inflation is at target and growth remains solid.
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UNITED KINGDOM

Theresa May is under extreme pressure to find a solution to the Irish backstop issue to secure the signing of a U.K.
withdrawal agreement with the EU, and that needs to be done as soon as possible. Already, the prime minister
missed a first theoretical deadline for concluding negotiations last week, which meant that the EU didn’t call an
extraordinary Brexit summit in November as expected. But the good news is that both parties remain optimistic
that they will reach common ground soon, and that a no-deal Brexit will be avoided. We continue to expect that
negotiations will drag on until the last possible moment, likely December, but this will still allow enough time for
the U.K. and the European parliaments to vote on the deal.
ITALY

In Italy, the country’s government spent Monday trying to calm the dispute with the EU over its tax and spending
plans for 2019. Rome recently announced that it intends to run a deficit of 2.4% of GDP next year—three times
what had been planned by the previous government—while the start of the budget consolidation towards zero was
postponed until 2022. This breaches the EU’s budget rules—notably as the country’s public debt reads at 133% of
GDP—so markets now largely expect the European Commission to reject the draft budget and ask for a rewriting.
In an attempt to demonstrate that Italy is entering the negotiations with an open mind, the country’s prime
minister, Giuseppe Conte, insisted on Monday that Italy would not seek to leave the EU—it had threatened to do
so if the Commission didn’t accept its budget plans—and that the government would take all necessary measures if
Italy’s debt and deficit levels fail to reach Rome’s targets next year. This is significant, since the budget forecasts are
based on optimistic growth targets, which see the country’s total debt-to-GDP falling at the same time that the
budget deficit increases.
We expect the fight between Rome and Brussels to last for some time still, especially regarding Italy’s plans to roll
back the 2011 pension reforms and to not raise the VAT rate. Until then, the spread between Italy’s bond yields and
the German bund will remain significant, but we see a compromise being reached before March next year, as it is in
the interest of the two parties to avoid financial chaos.

ASIA PACIFIC
By Katrina Ell and Veasna Kong of Moody’s Analytics
October 25, 2018
CHINA

Capital accumulation has played a critical role in China’s growth. However, rapid growth that is primarily
driven by factor accumulation (capital and labour) is unsustainable, particularly because China’s demographic
profile will increasingly become a burden on the economy. As the population ages, demand for health and
social welfare will rise, posing challenges to fiscal policy. Household savings will also fall, reducing the amount
of domestic funds available for investment. Meanwhile, China cannot continue to keep investing at the same
rate as in the past, particularly given the debt overhang from previous excesses. Investment has become
increasingly inefficient, as the amount of capital investment required to increase a given level of GDP (the
incremental capital output ratio) has more than doubled since 2007.
Although China’s growth performance is remarkable, the factors underpinning this rise are not necessarily
unique. On top of rapid physical capital accumulation, these factors include the reallocation of labour toward
export manufacturing, and improvements in technology and human capital. In the 1970s, China’s labour
productivity—output per worker—was equivalent to about 2% of the U.S. level. That figure has now risen to
around 25%. Despite this rise, labour productivity remains far below that in advanced economies, indicating
China still has some way to go to close the productivity gap.
Further, China’s potential rate of economic growth can no longer be supported by growth in the labor force.
The size of the labor force is at its peak and will slowly decline in coming years. Slowing productivity growth
combined with a declining labor force means that maintaining the rate of economic growth that is currently
targeted will become increasingly difficult. A declining labor force is not unique to China. Japan’s labor force is
shrinking even more quickly, and much of Europe faces a similar problem in coming years as its population
ages.
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Moving up the value chain
Thus, productivity growth is critical and the next step is for China to move up the value chain. China has laid
out its strategy to achieve this via the “Made in China 2025” development strategy. This blueprint for
continued economic success is a big undertaking, and success may not come easily if homegrown innovation
does not improve. Being at the forefront of innovation is key, but China is not known as an innovator; the
country is often more successful at replicating or finessing technology and techniques from abroad.

To China’s advantage, however, this appears to be quickly changing. Applications for new patents from China
more than doubled in the four years to 2016 and were much higher than in advanced economies.
With the labour supply shrinking and investment growth cooling to a more sustainable pace, China needs to
tackle the more difficult task of increasing the productivity of capital and labour to lift growth. Yet Beijing’s
recent policy moves leave little doubt that weaning the economy off its credit-fueled, investment-led growth
model remains one of its greatest challenges.
Although Moody’s Analytics believes that managing financial risk remains high on Beijing’s policy agenda, and
the shift towards more expansionary policy is subtler than previous efforts, especially during the global
financial crisis, it highlights the ongoing friction between the need to maintain GDP growth and stability,
deleverage, and implement broader reform. Should Beijing continue to resist slower growth by reverting to its
old debt-fueled growth model, risks will continue to build, leaving China more vulnerable to unforeseen
shocks.
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Italy Downgrade Dominates Europe Rating Changes
By Michael Ferlez
Europe’s rating change activity was dominated by the downgrade of Italy’s sovereign credit rating from Baa2
to Baa3. The downgrade was in part the result of material weakening in Italy’s fiscal strength. The downgrade
of Italy’s sovereign and sub-sovereign debt prompted downgrades of 16 Italian corporations, including ENI
S.P.A., which had its senior unsecured credit rating cut to Baa1 impacting $23.5 billion of debt. Outside of
Italy, rating activity in Europe was upbeat, with five corporations receiving upgrades. The most notable were
Danish utility DKT Holdings, which was upgraded to Ba3.
Rating activity in the U.S. improved last week. Positive rating changes accounted for 45% of total changes, up
from 22% in the prior week. Rating activity was concentrated in the Industrial sector but spread throughout a
variety of industries. Of the 20 changes, 18 were made to companies with speculative-grade ratings. Notable
changes included CIT Group INC., which was upgraded to Ba1 affecting roughly $5 billion in debt. The recent
softness in U.S. rating activity notwithstanding, a strong U.S. economy supported by fiscal stimulus has
supported a positive trend of rating activity in the U.S.

FIGURE 1

Rating Changes - US Corporate & Financial Institutions: Favorable as % of Total Actions
By Count of Actions

By Amount of Debt Affected
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Source: Moody's
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FIGURE 2

Rating Key
BCF
CFR
CP
FSR
IFS
IR
JrSub
LGD
LTCF
LTD
LTIR
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Bank Credit Facility Rating
Corporate Family Rating
Commercial Paper Rating
Bank Financial Strength Rating
Insurance Financial Strength Rating
Issuer Rating
Junior Subordinated Rating
Loss Given Default Rating
Long-Term Corporate Family Rating
Long-Term Deposit Rating
Long-Term Issuer Rating

MM
MTN
Notes
PDR
PS
SGLR
SLTD
SrSec
SrUnsec
SrSub
STD

Money-Market
MTN Program Rating
Notes
Probability of Default Rating
Preferred Stock Rating
Speculative-Grade Liquidity Rating
Short- and Long-Term Deposit Rating
Senior Secured Rating
Senior Unsecured Rating
Senior Subordinated
Short-Term Deposit Rating
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FIGURE 3

Rating Changes: Corporate & Financial Institutions – US
Date

Amount Up/
($ Million) Down

Sector

Rating

GRUPO FRIBOI
-JBS USA LUX S.A.

Industrial

SrUnsec/SrSec
/BCF/LTCFR

SABRE COMMUNICATIONS
10/17/18 HOLDINGS-SABRE
INDUSTRIES, INC.

Industrial

SrSec/BCF
/LTCFR/PDR

10/17/18 CIT GROUP INC.

Financial

SrUnsec/BCF/LTIR/
LTD/Sub/PS

10/17/18 SOUTHERN GRAPHICS INC.

Industrial

10/17/18

Company

Industrial

PIER 1 IMPORTS, INC.
10/18/18 -PIER 1 IMPORTS (U.S.),
INC.

Industrial

SrSec/BCF
/LTCFR/PDR

Financial

SrUnsec/LTCFR

10/18/18

CREDIT ACCEPTANCE
CORPORATION

10/18/18 DIXIE ELECTRIC, LLC
10/19/18 MERITOR, INC.
XCEL ENERGY INC.10/19/18 SOUTHWESTERN PUBLIC
SERVICE COMPANY
UNIVERSAL FIBER SYSTEMS,
10/19/18
LLC
MITCHELL
10/19/18
INTERNATIONAL, INC.
10/22/18

4,984

SrSec/BCF
/LTCFR/PDR
SrSec/BCF
/LTCFR/PDR

ASP MCS ACQUISITION
CORP.

10/17/18

3,700

550

Old
New
IG/
LTD
LTD
SG
Rating Rating

U

B1

Ba3

SG

U

B2

B1

SG

U

Ba2

Ba1

SG

D

B1

B2

SG

D

B3

Caa1

SG

D

B3

Caa2

SG

U

B1

Ba3

SG

D

Ca

C

SG

Industrial

PDR

Industrial

SrUnsec
/LTCFR/PDR

450

U

B2

B1

SG

Utility

SrUnsec/LTIR

1,850

D

Baa1

Baa2

IG

Industrial

SrSec/BCF/LTCFR/
PDR

D

B1

B2

SG

Industrial

SrSec/BCF

D

B1

B2

SG

FLEXI-VAN CORPORATIONIndustrial
FLEXI-VAN LEASING, INC.

SrSec
/LTCFR/PDR

300

D

Caa1

Caa2

SG

10/22/18 GRAY TELEVISION, INC.

Industrial

SrSec
/SrUnsec/BCF

2,450

D

Ba1

Ba2

SG

ARG HOLDING
10/22/18 CORPORATION-IRB
HOLDING CORPORATION

Industrial

SrSec
/SrUnsec/BCF

970

D

B1

B2

SG

10/23/18 PHI, INC.

Industrial

500

D

Caa1

Caa2

SG

10/23/18 ENTEGRIS INC.

Industrial

550

U

Ba3

Ba2

SG

10/23/18 SOLAR STAR FUNDING, LLC

Industrial

SrSec

1,323

U

Baa2

Baa1

IG

10/23/18 XPO LOGISTICS, INC.

Industrial

SrUnsec/SrSec
/BCF/LTCFR/PDR

1,735

U

B1

Ba3

SG

EXTENDED STAY AMERICA,
10/23/18 INC. (NEW)-ESH
HOSPITALITY, INC.

Financial

SrUnsec/SrSec
/BCF/LTCFR

1,300

U

B1

Ba3

SG

SrUnsec
/LTCFR/PDR
SrUnsec
/LTCFR/PDR

Source: Moody's
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FIGURE 4

Rating Changes: Corporate & Financial Institutions – Europe
Date

Company

EMPRESA DE
10/17/18 ELECTRICIDADE DA
MADEIRA, S.A.
NATIONAL EXPRESS
CORPORATION10/17/18
NATIONAL EXPRESS
GROUP PLC
BANCO SANTANDER S.A.
10/18/18 (SPAIN)-SANTANDER
CONSUMER BANK AS
BANCO COMERCIAL
10/18/18 PORTUGUES, S.A.-BANK
MILLENNIUM S.A.
DISTRIBUIDORA
10/18/18 INTERNACIONAL DE
ALIMENTACION, S.A.
DKT HOLDINGS APS-TDC
A/S

Sector

Rating

Utility

LTCFR

Amount Up/
($ Million) Down

Old
New Old New
IG/
STD
STD
LTD
LTD
SG
Rating Rating Rating Rating

Country

U

B2

B1

SG

PORTUGAL

Industrial SrUnsec/MTN

1,103

U

Baa3

Baa2

IG

UNITED
KINGDOM

Financial

SrUnsec

575

U

A3

A2

IG

NORWAY

Financial

STD/LTD

U

Baa3

Baa2

IG

POLAND

1,265

D

Baa3

Ba2

IG

SPAIN

Industrial SrUnsec/MTN

P-3

P-2

Utility

SrUnsec/MTN

2,746

U

B1

Ba3

SG

DENMARK

10/23/18 ENI S.P.A.

Industrial

SrUnsec
/LTIR/MTN

23,500

D

A3

Baa1

IG

ITALY

10/23/18 INTESA SANPAOLO S.P.A.

Financial

LTD

D

A3

Baa1

IG

ITALY

GROUPE CREDIT
10/23/18
AGRICOLE-CREDIT

Financial

LTD

D

A3

Baa1

IG

ITALY

Utility

SrUnsec
/LTIR/MTN

10,569

D

Baa1

Baa2

IG

ITALY

CASSA DEPOSITI E PRESTITI
SrUnsec/LTIR/
Financial
S.P.A.
MTN/CP

12,946

D

Baa2

Baa3

IG

ITALY

4,216

D

Ba1

Ba2

SG

ITALY

10/22/18

10/23/18 SNAM S.P.A.
10/23/18

P-2

P-3

10/23/18 UNIPOL GRUPPO S.P.A.

Financial

SrUnsec/LTIR/
Sub/JrSub/MT

10/23/18 POSTE ITALIANE S.P.A.

Industrial

LTIR/MTN

D

Baa2

Baa3

IG

ITALY

10/23/18 MEDIOBANCA S.P.A.

Financial

LTD

D

A3

Baa1

IG

ITALY

Utility

SrUnsec
/LTIR/MTN

D

Baa1

Baa2

IG

ITALY

Financial

LTD

D

A3

Baa1

IG

ITALY

Financial

LTD

D

A3

Baa1

IG

ITALY

Utility

SrUnsec
/LTIR/MTN

D

Baa1

Baa2

IG

ITALY

10/23/18 CREDITO EMILIANO S.P.A.

Financial

STD/LTD

D

Baa2

Baa3

IG

ITALY

CONCESSIONI
10/23/18 AUTOSTRADALI VENETE CAV S.P.A.

Industrial

SrSec

954

D

A3

Baa1

IG

ITALY

Utility

SrUnsec
/LTIR/MTN

3,334

D

Baa1

Baa2

IG

ITALY

Financial

SrUnsec/LTIR

402

D

Baa2

Baa3

IG

ITALY

10/23/18 HERA S.P.A.
10/23/18

CASSA CENTRALE
RAIFFEISEN S.P.A.

10/23/18 FCA BANK S.P.A.

10/23/18

TERNA - RETE ELETTRICA
NAZIONALE S.P.A.

10/23/18 ITALGAS S.P.A.

10/23/18 INVITALIA S.P.A.

2,919

7,737

P-2

P-3

Source: Moody's
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Market Data
Spreads
Figure 1: 5-Year Median Spreads-Globa l Data (High Grade)
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Figure 2: 5-Year Median Spreads-Globa l Data (High Yield)
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Market Data

CDS Movers
Figure 3. CDS Movers - US (October 17, 2018 – October 24, 2018)
CDS Implied Rating Rises
Issuer
United States of America, Government of
Toyota Motor Credit Corporation
Microsoft Corporation
Coca-Cola Company (The)
Prudential Financial, Inc.
General Electric Company
Becton, Dickinson and Company
United Parcel Service, Inc.
CenturyLink, Inc.
United Airlines, Inc.

CDS Implied Ratings
Oct. 24
Oct. 17
Aa1
Aa2
A2
A3
Aa2
Aa3
Aa2
Aa3
Baa1
Baa2
Baa3
Ba1
Baa2
Baa3
Aa3
A1
B2
B3
B1
B2

Senior Ratings
Aaa
Aa3
Aaa
Aa3
Baa1
A2
Ba1
A1
B2
Baa2

CDS Implied Rating Declines
Issuer
SUPERVALU Inc.
Wyndham Destinations
Citigroup Inc.
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.
International Business Machines Corporation
Kinder Morgan Energy Partners, L.P.
Valero Energy Corporation
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company
Xerox Corporation
Freeport-McMoRan Inc.

CDS Implied Ratings
Oct. 24
Oct. 17
B3
Ba2
Ba3
Baa3
Baa1
A3
A2
A1
A2
A1
A3
A2
Baa1
A3
Baa2
Baa1
B1
Ba3
B1
Ba3

Senior Ratings
B3
Baa3
Baa1
Aa3
A1
Baa3
Baa2
A3
Baa3
Ba3

CDS Spread Increases
Issuer
K. Hovnanian Enterprises, Inc.
SUPERVALU Inc.
Windstream Services, LLC
Penney (J.C.) Corporation, Inc.
Frontier Communications Corporation
Rite Aid Corporation
Hertz Corporation (The)
Weatherford International, LLC (Delaware)
Beazer Homes USA, Inc.
Wyndham Destinations
CDS Spread Decreases
Issuer
Genworth Holdings, Inc.
MBIA Inc.
Ventas Realty, Limited Partnership
Office Depot, Inc.
Baker Hughes, a GE company, LLC
General Electric Company
PSEG Power LLC
Newmont Mining Corporation
Credit Suisse (USA) Inc.
Oracle Corporation
Source: Moody's, CMA
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Senior Ratings
Caa3
B3
Caa2
Caa2
Caa1
Caa1
B3
Caa1
B3
Baa3

Oct. 24
1,767
421
2,531
3,064
1,751
1,153
990
814
700
211

CDS Spreads
Oct. 17
1,439
165
2,294
2,887
1,591
1,014
866
695
583
104

Spread Diff
328
256
237
177
161
140
125
119
117
107

Senior Ratings
B2
Ba3
Baa1
B2
A3
A2
Baa1
Baa2
A1
A1

Oct. 24
491
307
80
526
127
108
93
77
81
35

CDS Spreads
Oct. 17
505
321
93
537
135
115
98
80
84
37

Spread Diff
-14
-14
-13
-11
-8
-7
-5
-3
-3
-2
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Market Data
Figure 4. CDS Movers - Europe (October 17, 2018 – October 24, 2018)
CDS Implied Rating Rises
Issuer
Abbey National Treasury Services plc
NatWest Markets Plc
ABN AMRO Bank N.V.
Finland, Government of
UniCredit S.p.A.
Natixis
Commerzbank AG
NatWest Markets N.V.
Raiffeisen Bank International AG
Telecom Italia S.p.A.

CDS Implied Ratings
Oct. 17
Oct. 24
Baa1
A3
Baa2
Baa3
A2
A3
Baa1
A3
Ba3
Ba2
A1
A2
Baa2
Baa3
A2
A1
Baa1
Baa2
B2
B1

Senior Ratings
Aa3
Baa2
A1
Aa1
Baa1
A1
A1
Baa2
A3
Ba1

CDS Implied Rating Declines
Issuer
Banco Sabadell, S.A.
Danone
Unione di Banche Italiane S.p.A.
ArcelorMittal
HeidelbergCement AG
Renault S.A.
BNP Paribas Fortis SA/NV
Compass Group PLC
Anglo American plc
Bouygues S.A.

CDS Implied Ratings
Oct. 17
Oct. 24
Ba1
Baa3
Aa3
A1
B2
B1
Ba2
Ba1
Baa3
Ba1
Ba1
Baa3
A2
A1
A1
A2
Ba2
Ba1
Baa1
Baa2

Senior Ratings
Baa3
Baa1
Baa3
Baa3
Baa3
Baa3
A2
A3
Baa3
A3

CDS Spread Increases
Issuer
Galapagos Holding S.A.
Novo Banco, S.A.
Banca Monte dei Paschi di Siena S.p.A.
Unione di Banche Italiane S.p.A.
Casino Guichard-Perrachon SA
PizzaExpress Financing 1 plc
Jaguar Land Rover Automotive Plc
Virgin Media Finance PLC
LafargeHolcim Ltd
Novafives S.A.S.
CDS Spread Decreases
Issuer
TDC A/S
NN Group N.V.
Bank of Ireland
Old Mutual Plc
CMA CGM S.A.
ITV plc
Natixis
Raiffeisen Bank International AG
Deutsche Telekom AG
Iceland, Government of
Source: Moody's, CMA
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Senior Ratings
Caa3
Caa2
B3
Baa3
Ba1
Caa1
Ba2
B2
Baa2
B3

Oct. 24
5,107
677
384
273
461
1,700
492
214
145
461

CDS Spreads
Oct. 17
3,783
575
324
217
410
1,652
445
178
111
428

Spread Diff
1,324
102
59
56
51
48
47
36
34
33

Senior Ratings
Ba3
Baa1
Baa1
Ba1
B3
Baa3
A1
A3
Baa1
A3

Oct. 24
144
36
31
21
714
108
43
69
38
55

CDS Spreads
Oct. 17
163
46
36
26
717
111
45
71
39
57

Spread Diff
-19
-10
-5
-5
-3
-3
-2
-2
-2
-2
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Market Data

Issuance
FIGURE 5

Market Cumulative Issuance - Corporate & Financial Institutions: USD Denominated
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FIGURE 6

Market Cumulative Issuance - Corporate & Financial Institutions: EURO Denominated
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Market Data
FIGURE 7

Issuance: Corporate & Financial Institutions

Weekly
Year-to-Date

Investment-Grade
Amount
$B
24.763
1,129.815

USD Denominated
High-Yield
Amount
$B
0.905
256.899

Total*
Amount
$B
27.978
1,458.066

Weekly
Year-to-Date

Investment-Grade
Amount
$B
9.571
643.483

Euro Denominated
High-Yield
Amount
$B
1.562
80.418

Total*
Amount
$B
12.163
755.622

* Difference represents issuance with pending ratings.
Source: Moody's/ Dealogic
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Moody’s Capital Markets Research recent publications
Financial Market Volatility May Soon Influence Fed Policy (Capital Markets Research)
Equities Suggest Latest Climb by Treasury Yields Is Excessive (Capital Markets Research)
Profits Determine Effect of High Corporate Debt to GDP Ratio (Capital Markets Research)
Higher Interest Rates Suppress Corporate Borrowing (Capital Markets Research)
Middling Ratio of Net Corporate Debt to GDP Disputes Record Ratio of Corporate Debt to GDP (Capital
Markets Research)
There's No Place Like Home for U.S. Investors (Capital Markets Research)
Significant Differences, Eerie Similarities (Capital Markets Research)
Base Metals Price Slump May Dispute Benign Default Outlook (Capital Markets Research)
Profit Outlook Offsets Record Ratio of Corporate Debt to GDP (Capital Markets Research)
Upon Further Review, Debt to EBITDA Still Falls Short as an Aggregate Predictor (Capital Markets Research)

Base Metals Price Drop Suggests All Is Not Well (Capital Markets Research)
Markets Suggest U.S. Fares Best in a Trade War (Capital Markets Research)

Trade War Will Turn Ugly if Profits Shrink (Capital Markets Research)
Investment-Grade Looks Softer and High-Yield Looks Firmer Compared With Year-End 2007 (Capital Markets
Research)

Fewer Defaults Strongly Favor a Higher Equity Market (Capital Markets Research)
Higher Interest Rates Will Be the Source of Their Own Demise (Capital Markets Research)
Low Utilization Rate Favors Profits Growth and Fewer Defaults (Capital Markets Research)
Equities Giveth and Taketh Away from Credit Quality (Capital Markets Research)
M&A both Enhances and Diminishes Corporate Credit Quality (Capital Markets Research)
Loan Default Rate May Approach Bond Default Rate (Capital Markets Research)
Outstandings Now Show Leveraged Loans Topping High-Yield Bonds (Capital Markets Research)
Profits Growth Curbs Defaults (Capital Markets Research)
Debt-to-Profits Outperforms Debt-to-GDP (Capital Markets Research)
Foreign Investors Ease Burden of U.S.' Elevated Leverage (Capital Markets Research)
Default Rate Defies Record Ratio of Corporate Debt to GDP (Capital Market Research)
Internal Funds Outrun Corporate Debt by Widest Margin since 2011 (Capital Markets Research)
Tariffs Warn of Even Faster Price Inflation and Slower Growth (Capital Markets Research)
Borrowing Restraint Elsewhere Makes Room for Federal Debt Surge (Capital Markets Research)
Declining Default Rate Offsets Drag of Higher Interest Rates (Capital Markets Research)
Corporate Bonds Beg to Differ with Their Equity Brethren (Capital Markets Research)
Topics CreditEdge - Bank Default Risk Improves in 2017
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